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ABSTRACT Trap plays an important role in the charge transportation of three-layer oil-paper and the

investigation of trap parameters at different degradation degree is of great significance for further research of

the partial discharge (PD) mechanism. This article considers the turn-to-turn structure of on-board traction

transformer. A defect model of three-layer oil-paper insulation was designed for PD test. The PD degradation

samples are selected from the inception of PD to the breakdown of PD to study the characteristics of surface

potential decay on degradation samples by using isothermal surface potential decay method. Given that,

the trap distribution at different degradation stages was calculated and its influence on PD characteristics was

investigated. The result shows that AC fluctuation voltages caused by inter-harmonic has a great influence on

PD distribution, surface charge distribution and trap distribution. With the increase of degradation, the decay

rate of surface potential increases and the decay rate of AC fluctuation voltages is larger than that pure AC.

And also, the number of shallow trap with AC fluctuation voltages is larger than that with pure AC. The

rate of free charge increases with the number of shallow trap increasing. More free electrons involves in the

process of PD, accelerating the aging rate of three-layer oil paper samples. Therefore, it can be concluded

that surface charge and trap distribution are helpful to clarify PD mechanism.

INDEX TERMS

On-board traction transformers, PD, surface potential, trap distribution, three-layer oil-paper insulation.

I. NOMENCLATURE

EMUs Electric multiple units

PD Partial discharge

ISPD Isothermal potential decay method

Qmax The max PD charge

N PD repetition rate

PDIV Partial discharge inception voltage

t The decay time

Vs The surface potential

εr The relative permittivity

ε0 The permittivity of vacuum

e The elementary charge

Et The trap energy

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Pavlos I. Lazaridis .

ν The attempt to escape frequency

D The decay rate

V3000 The surface potential at 3000 seconds

V0 The highest surface potential at t0
v The drift velocity

S The capture cross section of the trap

Nt The trap density occupied

ν1 The attempt to escape frequency

dqfree/dt The rate of free charge density

qfree The density of free charge

L The thickness of the samples

T The Kelvin temperature

k The Boltzmann constant

Nt The trap density occupied by carriers at trap

level E

U0, f0 The amplitude and frequency of AC
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ns The number of shallow trap

dqtrap/dt The rate of trapped charges

qtrap The density of trapped charge

qe The center charge

LFO The low-frequency oscillation

Uj, fj, ϕj The amplitude, frequency and phase of LFO

nd The number of deep trap

II. INTRODUCTION

On-board traction transformer is an important equipment of

energy change in electric locomotives and electric multiple

units (EMUs) [1]. Oil-paper insulation plays an important

role in insulation of on-board traction transformer [1], which

consist of mineral oil and Nomex papers. Among them,

Nomex papers with good insulation and heat resistance [2],

is used as the interturn insulation of traction winding and

the higher voltage winding in on-board traction transformer

and is presented the multi-dielectrics structure of interturn

insulation. During the actual operation, these interturn insu-

lation due to the electric stress, thermal stress and mechanical

stress are prone to appear insulation defects [3], including

fracture, metal tip, cavity and so on. They will cause the

unevenness of electric field and the concentration of the local

electric field. The local irregular electric field may result in

charge accumulation on the surface of oil-paper insulation.

Finally, Partial discharge (PD) is easy to take place within

the above insulation defects and even irremediable damage

will appear in the multilayer oil-paper insulation. As a result,

the chemical bond groups of Nomex paper is broken and the

chemical traps is formed. The traps will further affect the

characteristics of charge transport, accumulation and dissipa-

tion [6]. Therefore, it is of great significance to investigate the

evolution law of trap parameters and its influence mechanism

on partial discharge.

Considerable research has been done on PD characteristics

and charge transporting characteristics of oil-paper insulation

under AC, DC and combined voltage. The PD characteristics

and propagation models of different streamers [7] are studied

and proposed under AC. The time lag/recovery model is

presented and 3-dimensional histogram is suggested to be

used as a base for discharge recognition under DC in [8].

In addition, Bao et al. [9] have paid much attention to the

characteristic and mechanism of PD with combined voltage.

They founded that the great difference of PD behavior and

mechanisms exists among combined voltage, AC and DC

voltage.

Recent research work indicated that surface charge and

trap distribution had a great effect on the electrical and

mechanical properties of dielectric, and reported that sur-

face charge and trap distribution were the main factor

leading to PD degradation. Pan et al. [12] discussed the

influence of surface charge decay on discharge frequency

at DC voltage and concluded that the research is helpful

to clarify PD mechanism under DC voltage. Gao et al.

[13] reported that polypropylene/propylene-based elastomer

(PP/PBE) blend has deeper trap depth compared with

polypropylene/ polyolefin elastomer (PP/POE) blend, which

should be responsible for its higher DC breakdown strength.

Sarathi and Sahitya Yadav [14] found that the tensile and flex-

ural strength reduces drastically for thermally aged copper

sulphide diffused OIP material compare to unused specimen.

Du et al. [15] studied the influence different compound volt-

age on surface charge of epoxy resin, and utilized trap distri-

bution to analyze charge decay process. He also found [17]

that the first peak for the tdV/dt curves is related to a faster

decay process of charge escaped from the shallow trap, while

the second peak is related to a slower decay process of charge

escaped from the deep trap. Liang et al. [18] reported that

the addition of SiC with non-linear conductivity can effec-

tively alter surface charge distribution, and inferred that the

level of deep traps is 0.9 eV and the level of shallow trap

is 0.8 eV.

These studies mainly focused on PD characteristics of

oil-paper insulation and the properties of surface charge

and the qualitative analysis of trap distribution, including

trap density and tdV/dt. However, the literature on the evo-

lution of trap parameters and the quantitative analysis of

trap distribution during the PD degradation for oil-paper

insulation is rare. Besides, we founded that the discharge

characteristics of the oil-paper interface and the insulating

dielectrics vary with the energy level and density of surface

trap at different PD degradation stages, which are based on

experimental investigations. Therefore, it is very important

to study the evolution of trapping parameters on three-layer

oil-paper insulation of PD degradation for on-board traction

transformers.

In order to study these effects, the experimental setup of PD

and surface charge are carried out. By using isothermal poten-

tial decay (ISPD) method, the surface potential at different

PD process for three layers oil-paper insulation are measured.

On this basis, its trap distribution is calculated. Furthermore,

the evolution of trap for oil-paper insulation and the influence

of trap distribution on PD are analyzed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. THE VOLTAGE ANALYSIS IN ON-BOARD TRACTION

TRANSFORMER

The characteristics of fluctuated AC voltage and its produced

process had minutely described and reported in [1]. As we

have described in [1], the higher winding is subjected to

a large AC fluctuation voltage stresses consisting of AC,

inter-harmonic components, high harmonics components and

the transient voltage impulse. Among them, inter-harmonic

components are the main reason for unstable supply voltages

of the higher winding. These inter-harmonics components

can be regarded as the result of amplitude modulation of the

low-frequency oscillation (LFO) with a frequency of 3 Hz to

7 Hz on the basis of AC with 50 Hz. As a result, the volt-

ages at these resonant frequencies is amplified and fluctuated

frequently between 19 and 31 kV. The waveforms of fluctu-

ation voltages can be seen as shown in Figure 1 and can be
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FIGURE 1. Waveforms of HV winding.

FIGURE 2. Experimental setup.

expressed by Equation (1) in [1]

u(t) = U0 sin(2π f0t) +

N
∑

j=1

Uj sin(2π (f0 + fj)t + ϕj) (1)

where U0 and f0 denote the amplitude and frequency of AC.

Uj, fj and ϕj represent the amplitude, frequency and phase of

LFO.

B. PD MEASUREMENT

The experimental arrangement of PD with AC fluctuation

voltages is presented in Figure 2. According to the IEC

60060-3 standard [22], a variable frequency power (54 Hz) is

used for generating the inter-harmonic voltage, which forms

AC voltage fluctuation impulse. A 10 kVA and 100 kV

(50 Hz) corona free test transformer is considered as power

source for AC voltage. Rs1, Rs2 denote the current-limiting

resistors, with a value of 10 k� in [1]. C1, C2 are the voltage

divider, with the ratio of 1000:1. C0 is coupling capacitor,

with a capacity of 300 pF. In this test, MPD 600 is used for

measuring PD signals by a pulse current detection. And also,

during the actual operation of on-board traction transformer,

insulation defects are prone to appear in interturn of on-board

traction transformer due to multi- stresses. In order to imitate

the operation condition, a needle-plane model was designed

as shown in Figure 3. In the model, Nomex T410 paper

produced by DuPont with diameter 80 mm is used. Karamay

25# produced by Kunlun Energy is selected.

C. SURFACE CHARGE MEASUREMENT

Based on PD results, we selected oil-impregnated Nomex

papers at different PD stages (i.e. PD degradation samples)

FIGURE 3. Test electrode system.

FIGURE 4. Surface potential measuring system.

to carry out the surface potential test. The surface potential

test is shown in Figure 4. The needle electrode is set to

5 mm above the samples [15]. Samples were charged by

using corona charging method. In order to obtain uniformly

distributed charge, the gate electrode is added between the

ground electrode and the needle electrode. The needle elec-

trode and the gate electrode are connected with DC voltage.

Its voltage amplitudes are ±8 kV and ±3 kV, respectively.

The voltage is applied to the needle electrode and the gate

electrode and hold for 10 minute. Then, the samples are

rapidly shifted to the probe and insure that the probe is

in the same position as needle. An electrostatic voltmeter

(trek model 341-b) connected to a Kelvin probe (model:

trek-3455-et) was used for measuring the surface poten-

tial [15]. The probe is positioned 3 mm above the sam-

ples [23]. In this experiment, three layers of paper are stacked

together and two layers of oil film can be found among

three sheets of paper because the Nomex paper had been

impregnated in oil.

D. CALCULATION OF TRAP DISTRIBUTION

Based on the above result, the evolution of trap parameters of

PD degradation samples at different stages is obtained. The

trap density and energy can be expressed [13]:

Nt(E) =
4ε0εr

ekTL2

∣

∣

∣

∣

t
dVs(t)

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

(2)

Et = kT ln(ν1t) (3)

where t is the decay time, Vs is the surface potential, εr is

the relative permittivity, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, e
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is the elementary charge, L is the thickness of the samples,

T is the Kelvin temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, Nt

is the trap density occupied by carriers at trap level E , Et is

the trap energy, ν1 is the attempt to escape frequency and was

selected as 1012 s−1 in this work in [13].

IV. RESULTS

A. PD CHARACTERISTIC

The applied voltage is increased at a rate of 0.5 kV and lasts

for 5 minute at each step. The max PD charge (Qmax) and

PD repetition rate (N ) can be obtained in Figure 5 under AC

fluctuation voltages and pure AC, respectively.

It can be observed that the similar properties of PD with

AC fluctuation voltages and pure AC are shown from PDIV

(PD inception voltage) to PD breakdown. The max PD

charge increases exponentially with applied voltage increas-

ing. Under AC fluctuation voltages, the max PD charge

increases slowly before 14 kV but increase prominently after

14 kV. Under pure AC, it begins to increase prominently after

15 kV. In addition, PD repetition rate varies by hyperbolic

tangent under AC fluctuation voltages and pure AC.

However, another interesting observation is that the diver-

gences of PD properties can be found. Themax PD charge has

no obvious change before 14 kV. After 14 kV, it shows a larger

value under AC fluctuation voltages than that under pure AC.

Nevertheless, PD repetition rate shows a larger value under

pure AC than that AC fluctuation voltages from 9 kV to

12 kV. In particular, PD repetition rate with pure AC enhances

prominently before 10 kV. After 11 kV, PD repetition rate

increases remarkably under AC fluctuation voltages. Besides,

PD duration with AC fluctuation voltages is shorten. These

PD results might contribute to the higher dv/dt to vary with

the phase caused by the addition of the inter-harmonic to AC

as described in the previous work [1].

B. SURFACE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

From the above PD experimental results, it can be seen that

the above curves show a clear inflection point, that is 10 kV,

12 kV and 14 kV. We selected the PD degradation samples at

10 kV, 12 kV and 14 kV to perform surface potential test.

It should be noted that the needle in the surface potential

measuring system is aligned to the position of the needle

in PD experiment. The samples were charged by using the

negative corona discharge mode. After the charging, the sam-

ples were quickly moved to probe for measurement [23]. The

measurement results are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen in Figure 6 that the decay of surface potential

is fast at the initial period, and then gradually becomes slower

with the time [17]. The decay of surface potential on three-

layer oil-paper sample of PD degradation at 14 kV is greater

than that at 12 kV, 10 kV and untreated sample. It can be

found that the decay of untreated sample is the slowest.

After PD degradation, the insulating property of three-layer

oil-paper insulation gradually deteriorates, resulting in the

decay degree of corresponding sample increases. In other

FIGURE 5. PD characteristics under AC fluctuation voltages and pure AC.
(a) Qmax. (b) N from PDIV to PD breakdown. (c) N from zero to PD
breakdown.

words, the surface potential decay of the three-layer oil-paper

sample increases with the increase of PD degradation. It is

also observed that the difference in initial surface potential

of samples under pure AC and AC fluctuation voltages is

obvious in curves. And also, the decay degree on samples of

PD degradation under AC fluctuation voltages is greater than

that under pure AC.

In order to study the effect of the decay rate on PD of three

layer oil-paper insulation, the decay rate of surface potential
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FIGURE 6. The curves of surface potential, after PD degradation. (a) under
AC fluctuation voltages. (b) under pure AC.

is defined as follows [25]:

D =
V3000 − V0

V0
(4)

where D is the decay rate, V3000 is the surface potential at

3000 seconds, V0 is the highest surface potential at t0 [23].

According to the above formula, the curves of decay rate

for surface potential of three-layer oil-paper at different PD

stages is plotted in Figure 7. It is clearly shown that the decay

rate surface potential with AC fluctuation voltages increases

from 49 % to 96 %. While the decay rate surface potential

with pure AC increases from 49 % to 60 %. That is to say,

the decay rate of surface potential with AC fluctuation volt-

ages is higher than that with pure AC. The reasons for these

are that AC fluctuation voltages generates the higher dv/dt

caused by inter-harmonic components [1, 24]. These higher

dv/dt release more energy in PD degradation, indicating that

the trapped charges in traps are easy to escape and accelerate

the decay of surface potential and the migration velocity of

electrons.

C. TRAP DISTRIBUTION

Based on the results of surface potential, the trap energy

distributions of carrier for samples with PD degradation can

be obtained as shown in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b), which

were calculated from the equations of (2) and (3).

FIGURE 7. The decay rate of surface potential at different PD degradation.

FIGURE 8. Trap distributions of oil-paper samples after PD experiment.
(a) AC fluctuation voltages. (b) under pure AC.

As can be seen from Figure 8, for untreated sample,

the curves of trap distribution has two peaks: shallow trap

and deep trap, in which the trap distribution is dominated

by deep trap. After PD occurs, the peak of curves on PD

degradation samples becomes a peak basically. The value of

trap depth for PD degradation samples is smaller compared

with untreated sample. The curves of trap distribution shifts

to the left with the applied voltage increasing. It means that

the value of trap depth decreases and the number of shallow

trap increases, which reflects a faster decay process.When the

applied voltage reaches 14 kV, the lower value of trap depth

for PD degradation samples is, the more number of shallow

traps is, the higher remarkable decay rate of surface potential

is. It illustrates that the change of trap at PD different stages

is related to the characteristic of charge transport.
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After PD occurs, the electric field is strengthened with the

increase of applied voltage. The charges get more energy to

transfer, trap & detrap and recombine. In this case, a large

number of energy is released, resulting in bond-breaking,

cross-linking, coupling, curling of macromolecular chains in

the three-layer oil-paper samples. And also, new groups is

generated and a large number of shallow traps is formed.

Besides, when the value of trap depth decreases, many

charges trap in shallow traps and charges detrap more easily.

As a result, the decay rate of surface potential increases. More

free electrons involves in the process of PD, accelerating the

aging rate of three-layer oil paper samples.

However, it is also observed that the considerable diver-

gence of trap distribution for PD degradation samples

between pure AC and AC fluctuation voltages can be found.

The values of trap density and level for shallow trap and deep

trap are different. i.e. These specimens, the density of trap and

the value of trap depth under AC fluctuation voltages is lower

than that under pure AC. The ranges of shallow trap level of

samples are about 0.75-0.95 eV.While the ranges of deep trap

level of samples are about 0.95-1.05 eV. In order to quantify

and analyze the rules of the number of shallow and deep

trap (i.e. the trap density), we employ the integral method to

calculate the number of shallow and deep trap in the range of

0.75-0.95 eV and 0.95-1.05 eV, respectively. The number of

shallow and deep trap can be expressed respectively:

ns =

∫ 0.95

0.75

Nt (E)dE (5)

nd =

∫ 1.05

0.95

Nt (E)dE (6)

where, ns is the number of shallow trap, and nd is the num-

ber of deep trap. The number of shallow and deep trap we

obtained are given in figure 9.

FIGURE 9. The number of trap with three-layer oil-paper samples
after PD.

It is clearly shown that the number of deep traps decreases

and the number of shallow traps increases. The number of

shallow traps under pure AC is lower than that under AC fluc-

tuation voltage. And also, the number of shallow traps under

pure AC increases from 1.49∗1037 m−3 to 1.5∗1037 m−3. The

number of deep traps under AC fluctuation voltage increases

from 1.49∗1037m−3 to 2.39∗1037 m−3. Another interesting

feature that the number of deep traps under pure AC is

much more than two orders of magnitude that under AC

fluctuation voltage. The number of deep traps under pure

AC drops from 1.31∗1037m−3 to 1.09∗1037 m−3. While the

number of deep traps under AC fluctuation voltage drops

from 1.31∗1037 m−3 to 5∗1035 m−3. These are because the

higher dv/dt caused by AC fluctuation voltage produces

more energy to accelerate the process of electron detrap-

ping. As a result, more free electrons involves in the process

of PD, accelerating the aging rate of three-layer oil paper

samples.

V. DISCUSSION

A. ELECTRIC FIELD EVOLUTION DURING PD PROCESS

Generally, the electric field and seed electrons supply are

responsible for the change of PD characteristics. The surface

charge decay and trap distribution may be responsible for the

field and seed electrons supply. It can be seen in Figure 5a),

Figure 7 and Figure 9 that the same property, i.e. the field

dependent property, can be obtained. Based on the above

results, we divide the electric field into the following ranges:

the low electric field (1 kV to 10 kV), the moderate electric

field (10 kV to 14 kV), and the high field (14 kV to 16 kV).

Afield-dependentmodel of dominant charge transport behav-

ior is putted forward as shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10. Field dependence model of dominant charge behavior.

Under a low electric field, the max PD charge, the decay

rate of surface potential, and the number of shallow and deep

trap show a slightly increasing trend with the increase of

applied voltage, which corresponds to an Ohmic conduction.

This is mainly due to the fact that a critical field PD take place

has not been reached. And also, the charge injected from nee-

dle electrode accumulated on the surface of oil-impregnated

Nomex paper. It will suppress the occurrence of PD. That is

to say, there is basically not a single one or several carrier

migration mechanisms that are in domination.

An electric field in the range from 10 kV to 14 kV is

considered to be amoderate electric field for our experimental

setup. In this case, a critical field PD take place is exceeded.

The charged particles in the ionization were pushed by the

field which have the horizontal and perpendicular component

to the surface and gradually trapped on the surface. The
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charges injected at the surface of oil-paper insulation increase

linearly. These charges increased migrate along the surface of

Nomex paper and provide seed electrons for the development

of PD. As a results, the decay rate of surface potential and the

number of shallow trap increase linearly.

When the electric field exceeds 14 kV, the charging

property of oil-paper is dominated by the enhanced impact

ionization. A large amount of charge is injected at the bulk

and surface of oil-paper. The charge quicklymigrate along the

bulk and surface of Nomex paper and accelerate the develop-

ment of PD. As a results, the decay rate of surface potential

and the number of shallow trap increase exponentially.

B. THE EFFECT OF HIGHER DV/DT

The above results indicated that PD distribution, surface

charge distribution and trap distribution are related to the

higher dv/dt. As described in [1], the addition of the inter-

harmonic to AC leads to variation of peak voltage and time

derivative dv/dt along the phase. It is noteworthy that these

facts are influential in PD distribution, surface charge distri-

bution and trap distribution.

In order to analyze the effect of higher dv/dt caused by

fluctuated AC voltage, the local graph under pure AC and

AC fluctuation voltages are plotted in Figure 11. It is clearly

shown that higher crest is appeared in ACfluctuation voltages

compared with pure AC and its crest value varies with time.

Thus, the higher crest makes the change of the surface charge

and the electric field as shown in Figure 12. It will further

affect the PD characteristics. That is to say, the higher dv/dt

intensifies the ionization degree of particles, resulting in the

enhancement of trapped charge. The charge enhanced will

accelerate the decay of and migration of surface charge along

the surface and bulk of Nomex paper. This indicates that the

discharge time interval between two adjacent PDs and the

development of PD are shorten. PDmakes gradually the aging

and degradation of oil-paper insulation. From microcosmic

aspect, the chemical bond of oil-paper insulation is broken

and the trap distribution is altered.

FIGURE 11. Local graph of AC fluctuation voltages and AC voltage.

As a results, the number of shallow traps under AC fluctu-

ation voltage is higher than that under pure AC. The number

FIGURE 12. The effect of higher dv/dt on PD and surface charge decay.
(a) under pure AC. (b) AC fluctuation voltages.

of deep traps under AC fluctuation voltage is much lower

than that under pure AC (Figure 8 and Figure 9). It indicates

that more free electrons involves in the process of PD, accel-

erating the aging rate of three-layer oil paper samples. The

discharges comes to these higher crest value and the duration

of PD under AC fluctuation voltages is lower than those pure

AC (Figure 5), which is consistent with [1].

C. THE EFFECT OF TRAP DISTRIBUTION ON PD

The charge carried away by an external electric field, thenwill

be captured by the trap and stay in the trap. The probability

of charge trapping is Pin [25], and the probability of charge

detrapping is Pout [26]

Pin = vSNt (7)

Pout = ν1 exp(−Et/kT ) (8)

where, v is the drift velocity, S is the capture cross section of

the trap, Nt is the trap density occupied, ν1 is the attempt to

escape frequency, and Et is the trap energy.

The process of trapping or detrapping in trap during charge

transportation can be described by a first-order kinetic charge

trapping/detrapping model [27]

dqfree

dt
= −Pinqfree

(

1 −
qtrap

qeNt

)

+ Poutqtrap (9)

dqtrap

dt
= Pinqfree

(

1 −
qtrap

qeNt

)

− Poutqtrap (10)

where,
dqfree
dt

is the rate of free charge density, qfree is the

density of free charge,
dqtrap
dt

is the rate of trapped charges,

qtrap is the density of trapped charge, and qe is the center

charge.

Substituting equations (7) and (8) into equations (9)

and (10), we can get:

dqfree

dt
= −vSqfree

(

Nt −
qtrap

qe

)

+v1 exp

(

−
Et

kT

)

qtrap (11)

dqtrap

dt
= vSqfree

(

Nt −
qtrap

qe

)

− v1 exp

(

−
Et

kT

)

qtrap (12)

From equation (11) and (12), it can be seen that the process

of charge trapped and detrapped is related to trap energy

and trap density. When trap energy decreases, the proba-

bility of charge detrapping increases and the rate of free
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charge increases. It indicates that the rate of charge trapped

decreases and the number of free charges increases, which

helps the migration of charges in oil paper. When trap density

decreases, the probability of charge trapping decreases and

the rate of free charge increases. It indicates that the rate

of charge trapped decreases and the number of free charges

increases, which helps the migration of charge.

Through analysis, it can be found that the trap energy of

three-layer oil-paper samples after PD degradation decreases

with the applied voltage increasing, resulting in the enhance-

ment of free charge rate. More charges are not bound by the

trap and participate in the development of PD, indicating that

the severity of the discharge increases and the decay rate

of charge increases (Figure 7). It will make the samples is

destroyed to form a large number of shallow traps (Figure 9).

The carrier is trapped in these shallow traps to overcome the

lower energy barrier and is more likely to migrate between

the two traps [24]. Furthermore, the superposition of the

inter-harmonic to AC leads to variation of peak voltage and

generates the higher dv/dt. These higher dv/dt will lead to

the differences between AC fluctuation voltages and AC.

Namely, the higher the severity of the discharge with AC

fluctuation voltages is, the faster the rate of charge decay is,

the worse the extent of damage is, and the more the number

of shallow traps than that pure AC is.

Moreover, with the applied voltage increasing, the electric

field is enhanced and the effect of dv/dt on PD is strength-

ened. This strengthened field and higher dv/dt makes more

charges migrating across the surface and bulk of three-layer

oil paper and these higher dv/dt release more energy in PD

degradation. More charges are involved in partial discharge

and the charges get more energy in the process of transferring,

trapping & detrapping and recombining, resulting in macro-

molecular chains fracture on PD degradation samples. The

value of trap depth decreases and a large number of shallow

traps is formed. Many charges is trapped in shallow traps

and these charges trapped in shallow traps is easy to detrap

and accelerate the decay of surface potential. It indicates that

surface potential decay on PD degradation sample increases

with the applied voltage increasing. And also, the decay rate

of degradation samples with AC fluctuation voltages is larger

than that with pure AC (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Besides, the

value of trap depth decreases and the number of shallow trap

increases with the increase of PD degradation. The value and

number of trap depth with AC fluctuation voltages is lower

than that with pure AC (Figure 8 and Figure 9).

VI. CONCLUSION

The conclusions are obtained as follows:

(1) The decay of surface potential for the three-layer oil-

paper samples increases with the increase of PD degradation

under AC fluctuation voltages and AC fluctuation voltages.

It is also observed that the decay rate of surface potential

with ACfluctuation voltages is higher than that with pure AC.

The reason is that the higher dv/dt caused by AC fluctuation

voltages releases more energy to accelerate the decay of

surface potential and the migration velocity of electrons.

(2) The curve of trap distribution shifts to the left with the

gradual degradation of samples. It indicates that the num-

ber of shallow trap increases and the number of deep trap

decreases with the gradual degradation of samples, which

reflects a faster decay process. However, it is also observed

that the number of shallow trap under AC fluctuation voltages

is larger than that under pure AC but the number of deep trap

is lower.

(3) The higher dv/dt accelerates the decay rate of surface

charge and themigration velocity of electrons, resulting in the

enhancement of free charge rate. More free charges partici-

pate in the development of PD to accelerate the degradation

of samples.

(4) We can conclude that the characteristic of charge trans-

portation is an important reason for the evolution of trap

distribution in PD degradation of three-layer oil paper.
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